
 

Kms Activation Helper V1.5 64bit !!EXCLUSIVE!!

the activation process also requires the installation of the oracle sql developer database engine
plug-in. if you are using a 64bit version of sql developer, you can get it directly from the oracle

website: . if you have already installed the 32bit version of sql developer and you want to use the
64bit version, you must upgrade the plug-in before the activation can be performed. go to the
sql developer's "help" menu and select "install and update plugins". to enable kms activation

from a device: in a web browser, . select products\windows 10 & server\deployment
services\windows server 2016\windows features\windows 10 enterprise kms, then select i'd like
to configure kms'. a screen will appear with options to activate, deactivate, or configure kms.
select i'd like to configure kms. select configure. select activate kms. select close. this option
only works for kms activation in a windows deployment services (wds) based installation. to

check if this option is available in your kms host, please follow the steps below. only the option 1:
manual method below is available on kms hosts with the manual activation option. the other

options below are only available on kms hosts with the automated system.
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at the current version of kms (version
1.5), windows 10 and office 2016/2019
will not work. to get around this, you

can try one of the following two
methods: install the x64 variant of the
kms32 package for 32-bit applications.
because the kms host and clients are
also 32-bit, you can run the kms host
software and the kms client software.

add the kms path to the system
environment variable “systemroot”
(without the quotes) to c:\program

files\windows kms\kmsserver. the kms
server software must be registered to

the microsoft kms directory which
must be made accessible to the kms

server. if kms host and clients are
hosted on the same domain, you can
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make the kms server available by
enabling the microsoft kms enterprise
configuration tool. if you are running

the kms host and clients from a
domain root, you can use a group

policy. the kms host must be
configured to use a user in the local
administrators group. the full path to

the kms host configuration file is
c:\program files\windows

kms\kmsserver.exe. kms hosts and
clients must be in the same domain

root, as well as the kms server
computer. kms needs to be running
when it is started. the default port to

connect to is 2801 for microsoft’s
implementation. before you activate

your license: make sure you are
connected to a network you can
activate on; make sure you are

connected to the internet; and activate
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the copy of your activation product on
a system where you can complete
activation. activation is a required

feature in windows 10. the activation
process involves copying your

activation product from a kms host
(microsoft kms host) and activating the
copy on the device you're activating.

you do this by taking the product from
the kms host and copying it to the

device you're activating. for the copy
from the kms host to the device, you

are required to activate it first. to
activate a copy from the kms host,

follow the activate by phone method
below. to learn more about setting up
kms, see kms planning . 5ec8ef588b
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